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ABSTRACT: In recent years, Cloud computing is fast evolving due to its vast usage and its features. There are many 

pricing models in cloud. Instances in cloud are classified based on those pricing models. Out of those instances, on-

demand instances have more QoS and high cost. Spot instances provide resources at reduced cost. But they are more 

prone to Out-of-failures. In this paper, we propose a method to enhance the fault tolerance for spot instances. This 

method uses task replication method to provide improved fault tolerance. Experimental results show that our method 

reduces execution cost to a great extend since it uses only spot instances.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is a distributed computing method providing computing resources as services. These resources are 

readily scalable and highly available. They are provided in an on-demand manner and also they are location 

transparent. Cloud computing can be a faster and cheaper alternative to an on-premises solution. You can get powerful 

software and massive computing resources without any infrastructure investments. Over the last few years, Cloud 

computing has generated a major impact on the global IT sector, giving rise to new user communities and new markets.  

 

Cloud provides large scale services with the help of cloud servers. The services can be either computation service or 

storage service. Virtualization is used for dynamic configuration of these services. Any application in cloud computing 

environment can be represented by means of a workflow. However, this computing environment still cannot provide 

the quality, robustness and reliability that are needed for the execution of workflows because of different failures like 

failure of server providing the service, link failure, malicious code in the executing node, datasets required by the task 

may be acquired by other tasks etc. 

 

II. PRICING MODELS 

 

Dedicated Instance pricing has two components: (1) a dedicated per region fee (note that one need to pay this once per 

hour regardless of how many Dedicated Instances running) and (2) an hourly per instance usage fee. On-Demand 

Instances allow you pay for compute capacity by the hour with no long-term commitments. Spot Instances allow you to 

name your own price for the instance. You simply bid on spare instances and run them whenever your bid exceeds the 

current Spot Price, which based on demand. The Spot Instance pricing model complements the On-Demand and 

Reserved Instance models, often providing the cost-effective computing capacity. 

 

The provider determines the price of a Spot Instance (spot price) based on the instance type and demand within the data 

center. Spot price of a instance changes with time, it is different for different instance types. The price also changes 

between regions and availability zones. Here, the users participate in a bidding market and bid a maximum price they 

are ready to pay for SIs. The user is aware of the number of bidders and their bid prices. The user is provided the 

resource or instance whenever their bid value is higher than or equal to the spot price. However, when the spot price 
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becomes higher than the user bid, provider terminates the resources. 

 

III. RELATED WORKS 

 

The existing scheduling algorithm maps ready tasks submitted by the task dispatcher to Cloud resources. This 

algorithm along with a suitable instance type also selects a suitable pricing model to minimize the overall cost. The 

objective of the algorithm is to map tasks that arrive to SIs and those that are prematurely terminated (out-of-bid 

failure) to on-demand instances. In this approach, a single Spot Instance type is used. This instance has low cost. The 

basis behind this is to reduce the overall execution cost. On the other hand, multiple types of on-demand instances are 

used. This helps to slow down and speed up execution. 

 

Run time of a given task change with different instance types. The scheduling decision changes based on the instance 

types used. There are two scheduling algorithms developed by considering, Conservative and Aggressive algorithm. 

 

Conservative algorithm:  It uses Spot Instances only when the deadlines are relaxed. Under tight deadlines, it does not 

generate required slack time to utilize Spot Instances and therefore maps tasks mostly to on-demand instances. It is 

conservative in its approach and utilizes Spot Instances in a cautious manner only under relaxed deadline. 

Aggressive algorithm: This approach generates high slack time than the previous algorithm and therefore uses Spot 

Instances even with a very strict and moderate deadline. This offers efficient reduction in cost under moderately low 

deadline. Under less deadline both algorithms work similarly. When the market is fragile inducing failures, this 

approach has low slack time. Hence, it has to map to on-demand instances that are expensive, increasing the overall 

execution cost.  

 

Spot instances offer the compute instance at a much reduced price. These will be terminated prematurely if the bid 

price value goes below the spot price value. The failure of Spot Instances is governed by the bid price. Therefore, an 

intelligently calculated bid price minimizes the risks of failures. The bid price is provided by any one of the bidding 

strategies. If the bid price is higher than the on-demand price value, the algorithm maps on-demand instances as they 

offer high QoS. Also, the bid price varies with the spot price. Therefore, the algorithm verifies that the bid price is 

higher than the previous bid cost, if not the previous bid price value is used. The algorithm also calculates the failure 

probability of a bid price based on the history. Failure probability of the current bid price value is estimated with the 

help of failure estimator. If the failure probability is higher than the user defined threshold, the algorithm chooses on-

demand instance instead of Spot Instances. 

 

 While creating a Spot Instance, it also estimates the risk propositions and bid intelligently. Spot Instance with the 

calculated bid price value is instantiated by the resource provider. The applications are more likely to exhibit different 

levels and patterns, and the distributed resources organize into various topologies for query dissemination. Fault   

identification and tolerance should be taken into consideration, to ensure effective performance. Checkpointing is the 

method to make the most of a diverse set of tasks with fault identification from the available resources in cloud 

efficiently. For the purpose of fault identification in the scheduling of tasks, checkpoints are added to identify the 

occurrence of fault with less time and less computation required.  

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

A. TASK REPLICATION CONTROL FLOW CHART 

 

The scheduling system in a cloud should overcome out-of-bid failures which can be provided by fault tolerant 

scheduling algorithms. Fault tolerant scheduling algorithms can be categorized based on check pointing, replication of 

tasks and resubmission of tasks. Each category has its own pros and cons. Workflow is a sequence of tasks processed in 

an order based on control or data dependency between those tasks. 
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Fig 1 Control Flow Diagram 
 

Task replication process is designed with three major modules: Preprocessor Module (PM), Replication based 

Scheduler Module (RSM) and Executor Module (ResEM) with Rescheduling if required. The control flow diagram of 

these modules is shown in Figure 1 

 

There are two types of servers in cloud which are storage server and computational server. Storage server provides the 

services related to storage of data and modification which does not require any mapping of those services. 

Computational server provides the services related to computing resources which requires mapping of those services to 

a task. Task replication system replicates the task and schedules the tasks to meet the deadline of a workflow by 

replication of tasks. This replication of tasks is performed in the scheduling phase. 

 

Users initially submit their workflows with deadline and replication factor in the form of abstract data structure format 

to PM (Preprocessor module). The PM discovers the services required for those tasks submitted and divides the tasks 

based on computation services and storage services. It also generates a threshold which helps in prioritizing the tasks 

and a heuristic metric which indicates replication count. Then RSM replicates the tasks based on the priority and 

replication count. It allocates the particular services to these tasks in cloud environment. After mapping, ResEM sends 

the tasks to the servers and starts the timer based on an expected execution time. If ResEM receives the successful 

output from the server within the expiry time then it activates all the other tasks which are dependent on the task. If it 

fails to receive successful output from server, then ResEM waits for other replicas. If all replicas also fail then it 

resubmits the task. 

 

B. METHODOLOGY 

 

Mapping between the tasks and services depends on the deadline of workflow and the computation power of those 

resources available. Execution time of these workflows can be hours, days or even weeks and hence the realization of 

workflow failure at the end of workflow may lead to missing of the deadline. The workflow execution system with low 

tolerance for failures may cause a situation that user may not realize the failure of workflow and so tasks may miss their 

deadline. Hence the workflow scheduling system should employ high levels of tolerance for failures. 

 

In this paper, fault tolerance is achieved by compromising task replication and task resubmission methods. Tasks are 

replicated based on priority of the task. Tasks are prioritized based on length, out degree, earliest deadline or high 

resubmission impact. Tasks are scheduled to meet deadline by considering priority and thereby to reduce wastage of 

resources by restricting unnecessary replication of tasks. Here, the objective of these methods is to schedule the tasks 

within its deadline by tolerating the faults that may be present in a cloud computing environment to provide good 

success rate of scheduling. 

 

Methods like replication and resubmission of tasks does not require any history of information. Few techniques provide 

fault tolerance in spot instances by making use of replication. All tasks are replicated to the maximum count which 

provides high fault tolerance but uses lot of Spot Instances. The tasks which can be executed on highly reliable 
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resources are also replicated and so the resources are wasted. If there is enough number of instances available then this 

method will give better fault tolerance power to the workflow scheduling system. Most of the times, number of tasks 

will be high when compared to the number of instances available and hence this method may lead to task serialization 

instead of parallel execution of tasks. 

 

Another technique provides fault tolerance by using resubmission of tasks to instances. Here, tasks are resubmitted to 

the same or different instance after failure declaration which will not waste any resource but increases the overall 

execution time of a workflow. This may also lead to missing deadline of a workflow and hence gives the low success 

rate of scheduling when deadline is considered. 

 

To overcome the disadvantages of replication and resubmission, few techniques are available which finds the tradeoff 

between the replication and the resubmission. Tasks are replicated without considering any other parameters except the 

heuristic metric calculated which may replicate all the tasks even if they are not important and may lead to resource 

wastage.  

 

Hence, in this paper, prioritization of tasks is done along with heuristic metric. The tradeoff between replication and 

resubmission factor is used to find the heuristic metric that indicates the replication count for each task. Priority for the 

tasks is provided by using parameters like length of tasks, out degree, earliest deadline and high resubmission impact. 

Prioritizing the tasks helps to meet the deadline of workflow and reduces resource wastage along with providing fault 

tolerance for the workflow system. 

 

V. EVALUATION RESULTS 

A. Simulation Setup  

 

CloudSim, cloud simulator was used to simulate the Cloud environment. It was extended to support workflow 

applications in cloud environment. Application Modeling: Small workflow with size of 10 tasks was considered. 

Resource Modeling: A Cloud model with a single datacenter and a host is considered. We have considered two in-

stance types for on-demand instances and one instance type for SI.  

 

B. Analysis and Results 

In this section, we discuss the execution cost incurred by both pricing models and the effect of task replication on 

existing model.  

                   
 

Fig 2 Sample line graph showing the reduction of cost 
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As shown in the figure 2, the execution cost of spot instances is much lower than that of on-demand instances. Spot 

Instances offers Cloud users reduction in costs of up to 60% for multiple applications. Significant cost reductions are 

achieved due to lower QoS which make them less reliable and prone to out-of-bid failures. This introduces a new 

aspect of reliability into the SLAs and the existing trade-offs thus making it challenging for Cloud users. 

 

On using task replication and task resubmission instead of task migration the execution cost is much reduced because 

only spot instances are used in task replication. Also prioritization of tasks to find heuristic replication count reduces 

resource wastage.  

Thus the task replication offers a better fault tolerance in cloud environment with less execution cost. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this paper, task replication and task resubmission mechanisms are used that handle the out-of-bid failure caused in 

spot instances are presented. They minimize the execution cost without degrading the effectiveness of fault tolerance. 

They are shown to be robust and fault-tolerant towards out-of-bid failures and performance variations of Cloud 

instances.  

 

Task replication and task resubmission offers reduced execution cost compared to task migration. An issue associated 

with above methods is that, the resource wastage is high because when all tasks succeed or failure probability is low the 

replicated task are not needed.  

 

In our future work, we would like to consider task migration inside spot instances to provide fault-tolerance. We are 

interested to investigate efficient failure prediction methods for Spot Instance along with multiple Spot Instance types. 
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